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Executive Summary
The tobacco settlement currently be-

ing considered by Congress arose from a
private settlement reached by the tobacc o
industry, state attorneys general, and privat e
attorneys in June 1997 .The June settlemen t
would have imposed annual payments fo r
three purposes : to settle the state suits, t o
provide a fund to pay individual claims, an d
to provide public anti-smoking programs .

Annual payments under the Jun e
settlement would have averaged 62 cents
per pack of cigarettes and amounted to $1 5
billion at 1996 prices and volumes. Penal -
ties capped at 8 cents per pack would have
been imposed on tobacco manufacturers i f
certain reductions in teenage smoking di d
not occur. Also, the industry would have
been subject to greater FDA regulation an d
new restrictions on advertising . In return ,
class action suits, nicotine addiction suits
and punitive damages would have been pre-

cluded; individual lawsuits would have ha d
an annual cap and been paid from a fund ;
and state claims would have been settled .

A bill agreed to by the Senate Com-
merce Committee would have impose d
even larger payments, at least $1 .10 per
pack depending on projected volume in
2003, but the disposition of funds was no t
determined . Penalties for failing to reduce
underage smoking were larger and not tax
deductible.The bill capped payments for in-
dividual suits but did not provide immuni-
ty from various types of lawsuits . Some fi-
nancial analysts suggested that the total pay -
ments would have eventually exceeded $ 2
per pack .

Understanding the Settlement
The settlement debate has been con -

fused because of conflicting rationales . One
apparent rationale is to settle the lawsuits ,

a justification possibly enhanced by the re-
lease of industry documents that bear on
both the industry's knowledge of tobacco's
addictiveness and health costs, and on the
industry's attempts to market to underage
smokers .

Another objective, probably viewed as

more important by the public health com-
munity is to reduce smoking, particularly
underage smoking, which has increased in

recent years .

The Product Liability Model
Like a product liability settlement, the

tobacco settlement is an agreement be-
tween plaintiffs (the state attorneys genera l

and some private attorneys) and defendant s
(the five tobacco companies) . It could be
viewed as a way to settle a product liability
claim through legislation in order to mini-
mize court costs . However, assessing th e
tobacco settlement from an economic per-
spective, the product liability model doe s

not stand up to scrutiny.
The economic objectives of product li-

ability law are deterrence and risk spread-
ing, and the settlement does not appear t o
meet either one. Evaluating its ability to de -
ter future misbehavior, the settlement falls
short for three reasons : (1) the product wil l

not be changed because of the payments ;
(2) health warnings are already prominently
displayed on the product and its advertis-
ing, and these costs are already known to
the public ; and (3) the payments are not im -
posed as a fixed cost for past misbehavio r
or damages, but are imposed as taxes . This
last point is economically significant be-
cause legal settlements are normally im-
posed on companies in lump-sum amount s
that fall principally on stockholders' prof -

its instead of being passed on in price .

Could the settlement spread risk effi-
ciently? A central objective of the settlemen t
was to reimburse the federal and state gov-
ernments for the costs of smoking .The most
popularly cited number for the health cos t
of smoking is $50 billion for 1993, pub-
lished by the Center for Disease Contro l
(CDC,1994).The study indicates the shares
paid by various groups : 21 percent by smok-
ers, 33 .4 percent by private insurance, 20 . 4
percent by Medicare, 10 .2 percent by Med-

icaid, 9 .5 percent by other federal programs ,

3 .2 percent by other state programs, and 2 . 2
percent by other. Since states pay a bit ove r
40 percent of Medicaid, their $3 .6 billion
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share of the $50 billion gives them th e
weakest claim on compensation .

A more complete accounting of the
costs of smoking increases the size of the
costs, but it also reallocates costs and im-
plies net financial benefits for some parties .
The major factor in this recalculation is th e
premature deaths of smokers .

Of course, smokers' premature death s
are a loss to society, but the resulting finan -
cial transfer from smokers to governments
cannot be ignored when estimating com-
pensatory damages for the settlement . The
medical costs of treating illnesses that smok-
ers would suffer if they lived longer are
saved, and the smoker loses retirement ben -
efits in the form of Social Security . And of
course, smokers pay cigarette taxes .

When all aspects of public finance are
accounted for, smokers (past and present)
currently save the federal government al -
most $35 billion per year and state govern -
ments $2 .1 billion. Private third parties save

$5 .4 billion, largely because a $22 billion
saving in pensions offsets the net costs
smokers impose on employer health plans .

Reducing Smoking with a Settlement
The second section of the paper con-

siders the economic justification of usin g
the settlement as a way to correct an eco-
nomic distortion; that is, would a correc-
tive tax be an efficient, equitable, and ad-
ministratively feasible method to dete r
people, especially youngsters, from startin g
to smoke without considering the high cos t
of living unhealthily and dying early ?

It is difficult to control for all factor s

that affect underage smoking, but recen t

studies raise some doubts about the respon -

siveness of teenage smokers to price
changes. While teenagers have less mone y
and therefore might be expected to be more
price responsive, they may not smoke a s
often as adult smokers. According to the

University of Michigan's Monitoring th e
Future Survey, while 36 .5 percent of high
school seniors smoked at least one cigarette
in the past month, only 24 .6 percent
smoked at least one cigarette daily and only

14.3 percent smoked more than ten ciga-
rettes daily . Moreover, the objectives (e .g .
status) may be different and maintained by
smoking less .Teenagers, in fact, tend to buy
higher priced premium brands .

These results cast doubt on the effec-
tiveness of price increases as a tool to pre -
vent smoking initiation by teenagers . They
suggest that alternative approaches such as
education, restrictions on smoking in pub-
lic places, or greater restrictions on sales t o
minors might be more effective.

If the corrective tax were to b e
adopted in spite of this discouraging evi-
dence about teenagers, what would it s
other effects be? It is well known that to-
bacco taxes are among the most regressive
taxes, and the large taxes proposed, particu-
larly in the Senate Commerce Committe e
proposal, would impose taxes that are esti -
mated at $1 .10 but may exceed $2 .00 per
pack by 2003, accounting for additiona l
penalties and volume reductions .

Tobacco taxes are especially regressive
because smokers tend to consume the sam e
amounts regardless of income, and smok-
ing is more prevalent at lower incomes . If
prices have a small effect on the participa-
tion rates for underage smokers, then im-
posing such a sizable tax on the relatively
low-income adult smokers who compose 9 8
percent of the market would seem undesir -
able .

Conclusion
This economic analysis of the tobacco

settlement suggests that the public polic y
issue has not been framed appropriately.
Whether viewed as a kind of product liabil-

ity settlement or as a corrective tax to dis-
courage smoking, the settlement's eco-
nomic consequences clearly include a redis-
tribution of income that will harm low-in-
come people . Considering the evidenc e
that teenage smokers are relatively imper-
vious to price increases, a highly regressive
$15 or $20 billion tax is a serious drawback
to any prospective settlement .
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I. Introduction
The tobacco settlement currently be-

ing considered by Congress arose from a
private settlement reached by the tobacc o
industry, state attorneys general, and privat e
attorneys in June 1997 . Following an initial
suit filed by Mississippi, most states have
now filed suits to recover Medicaid cost s
for smoking-related illnesses . Four states
have reached settlements with the industry .
In addition, both class action and individual
suits have been filed on behalf of smoker s
and their families .'I'here are also suits tha t
have been filed with respect to secondhand
smoke .

The June settlement imposes annua l
payments to settle the state suits and pro -
vide a fund to pay individual suits, and pub-
lic programs (smoking cessation programs ,
antismoking advertising, and child healt h
insurance) . These payments average 6 2
cents per pack of cigarettes, and amount t o
$15 billion at 1996 prices and volumes .Ad-
ditional penalties would be imposed if cer-
tain reductions in teenage smoking do no t
occur, although these payments are capped .
These payments amount to a maximum of
H cents per pack. The industry would be
subject to greater FDA regulation and would
restrict advertising. In return, class action
and nicotine addiction suits and punitiv e
damages would be precluded, individua l
lawsuits would have an annual cap and be
paid from a fund, and state claims would
be settled . A third of the payments woul d
be devoted to each of three purposes : state
claims, individual claims and spending pro-
grams (to include $2 billion for children' s
health, $1 .5 billion for smoking cessation
and $1 .5 billion for a variety of purposes ,
such as anti-smoking advertising, research ,
regulation, and compensating sporting
events) .

A bill agreed to by the Senate Com-
merce Committee would impose even
larger payments than originally envisione d
by the June 1997 settlement (at least $1 .10
per pack, depending on projected volume
in 2003), but the disposition of funds ha s
yet to be determined . Penalties for failing

to reduce underage smoking are larger than
in the June settlement, and are not tax de-
ductible . Some financial analysts have sug-
gest that the total payments would be more
than $2 per pack .'This bill capped payments
for individual suits but did not provide im-
munity from various types of lawsuits .

The settlement debate has been con -
fused because of competing rationales . An
apparent rationale was to settle the lawsuits ,
a justification that has been viewed by many
to be enhanced by documents release d
which claim to show industry knowledge
of the health costs of smoking and th e
addictiveness of smoking, and industry at -
tempts to market to underage smokers .An-
other objective, probably viewed as more
important by the public health community,
is to reduce smoking, particularly underag e
smoking, which has increased in recen t
years . This latter objective has largely been
the focus of administration support for to-
bacco legislation, while congressional de -
bate has gone forward within both frame -
works .

These two competing rationales are
inconsistent . Legal settlements are normally
imposed on companies in lump-sum
amounts that relate to past behavior. Such
settlements would not normally be passe d
on in price but would fall on stockholders '
profits, unless they are thought to raise fu-
ture manufacturing costs through product
modification . Such settlements can drive
firms into bankruptcy, and temporarily re-
strict supply and raise price, but that is no t
normally an efficient outcome . Discourag-
ing smoking through financial payments ,
however, requires price increases, which is
not necessarily the objective of a lawsuit .
Which is the proper framework for assess-

ing the settlement, and how does one evalu-
ate the desirability of the settlement give n
that framework?

The first section of this paper assesses
the tobacco settlement in the framework o f
product liability, and whether, from an eco-
nomic perspective, the product liability ar-
gument stands up to scrutiny.The economic
analysis suggests that, in fact, it does not .
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The second section considers the settle-
ment as a way to correct an economic dis-
tortion, mainly that smokers are making sub -
optimal decisions that would be appropri-
ately corrected with a tax ; this section also
discusses the accompanying effects on the
income distribution, some design issues ,
and the income tax offset that is important
for federal budgeting.

H. The Product Liability
Framework

There are aspects of the initial settle-
ment that resemble a product liability settle -
ment. The settlement is an agreement be-
tween plaintiffs (the state attorneys general
and some private attorneys) and the defen-
dants (the five tobacco companies), and
could, therefore, be viewed as a way to
settle a product liability claim through leg-
islation, in order to minimize court costs .

The economic objectives of liability
are deterrence and/or risk spreading. How-
ever, a number of considerations suggest
that the settlement should not be evaluated
in a product liability framework .

Deterrence
The most obvious objective of prod-

uct liability law is deterrence, that is, induc-
ing firms to impose appropriate safety stan -
dards and to communicate product hazard s
to customers . It contributes to economic ef-
ficiency by helping to insure that economic
exchange takes place between an informed
buyer as well as an informed seller. Where
the firm has been negligent in producin g
the product expected by consumers (for
example, when a meat producer provide s

a product that is handled under inappropri -
ate conditions of sanitation and is tainted)
or where a firm fails to inform of know n
hazards (an automobile manufacturer pro-
duces a car with a known safety defect) ,
product liability awards give notice to firm s
that costs will be imposed . Product liabil-
ity litigation may not, however, be the mos t
efficient way to insure these objectives ; they
may, alternatively, be met by regulation .

There are three reasons that the deter-
rence objective is unrelated to the tobacc o
settlement : (1) the product will not be

changed because of the payments ; (2)

health warnings are already prominently dis -
played on the product and its advertising ,
and these costs are already known to th e
public ; and (3) the payments are not im-
posed as a fixed cost for past misbehavio r
or damages, but are imposed as taxes .

Me Product Will Not Be Altered by the
Payments

While the FDA will be granted regula-
tory authority to reduce the nicotine con -

tent of cigarettes, it is not at all clear tha t
such a move would be carried out, or is ad -
visable if it is . The payments themselves ,
however, have no effect on alterations of th e
product by the companies because such al-
terations will not affect the payments ,
which will be set at a fixed amount per pac k
and likely passed on to consumers . Indeed ,
it is possible that consumers might switch
to cigarettes with higher nicotine conten t
if the price per unit increases substantially.
But fundamentally, the product itself will
not be altered . Moreover, it is not in the sal e

of cigarettes that the firms could be viewed
as negligent ; cigarettes' harmful effects have
long been known, and they were and wil l
continue to be licensed for sale by the gov -
ernment .

Knowledge of the Harmful Effects i s
Already Widespread

A related purpose of a product liabil-
ity suit would be to insure that companie s
reveal knowledge of any harmful conse-
quences of the product that the consumer

does not know, even if consumers would
continue to purchase the product .The fac -
tors that are most closely related to this ra -
tionale are the documents released in cour t
cases that indicate that tobacco companie s
did not advertise their research regarding
health effects and addictiveness of smoking ,
and that they studied the habits of under -
age customers .

But, regardless of the behavior of th e
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companies, were customers unaware of th e
nature of the product they were consum-
ing? It seems fairly clear that this is not th e
case . Rather, the product is clearly know n
by smokers to cause health problems, a s
indicated by any number of surveys . Warn-
ings have been placed by federal legislatio n
on cigarettes and in advertisements fo r
some time . Moreover, there is evidence that
smoking has long been perceived as harm-

ful (Viscusi, 1992) and that individuals, es-
pecially youngsters, actually exaggerat e
these health costs . Criticisms of negativ e
health effects of cigarettes can be traced to
their invention in the late nineteenth cen-
tury.A related argument, that smoking is no t
known to be habit forming, is also belied

by survey evidence . Excepting the issue o f

underage smokers, who are not legally al-

lowed to purchase the product, there is n o
reason to believe that smokers did not have
adequate information on the potential dan-
gers of using tobacco products . And even
young people are aware that it is difficult
to quit smoking (Viscusi, 1992) .

The settlement objective most related
to this issue is the restrictions on advertis-
ing that might reach underage consumers ,
who might not be able to exercise rational
consumption choices .A small portion of the
payments may be directed towards smok-

ing education programs that reach youn g
people, but this is not the primary use o f
the payments .There are also look-back pen -
alties that are imposed if underage smok-
ing does not drop enough; however, this ap-
proach is not efficiently addressed throug h
product liability.The manufacturing compa-
nies cannot police underage smoking . Since
it is retailers who make the final sales, and
state and local governments who are re-
sponsible for enforcing restrictions on thos e
sales, tobacco manufacturers do not have
the tools available to achieve these objects .
Anti-smoking critics allege that the compa-
nies are targeting underage smoking in thei r
advertising . However, the evidence that ad-
vertising has an aggregate effect on under -
age smoking, as opposed to influencin g
brand preferences, is weak . Indeed, it is

possible that advertising restrictions coul d
increase smoking, if firms compete instea d
with price reductions and young smoker s
are sensitive to price . Logical ways to in -
crease compliance with underage sales are
fines on the retailers, or on the underage
customers themselves, but not fines on the
manufacturers .

Insurance
Insurance objectives are less likely to

be reasonable justifications for product li-
ability suits, but there are problems, in any
case, with settlement payments to insur e
risk-spreading.There are two aspects of thi s
problem : spreading risk for smokers acros s
those who get sick and those who do not ,
and holding collective social insuranc e
harmless for the costs of smoking .

Risk Spreading Among Smokers

Smokers experience various types o f
risk: higher lifetime health costs, mor e
worker disability and lost days from work ,
and premature suffering and death, Ther e
are several reasons that the legislative plan
to settle individual product liability suit s
does not necessarily contribute to efficien t
risk spreading . These include the existence
of private and social collective insurance ,
the uncertainty with respect to cause of ill-
ness for individual smokers, the cost of liti -
gation, the small size of the settlement pay-
ments, and the intergenerational transfer.
The settlement may, however, contribute to
economic efficiency by preventing th e
widespread use of product liability suits a s
insurance, which are likely to be an ineffi-
cient method of risk-spreading .

Most of these risks can be insured
against in private markets, and indeed, th e
risks of health costs and disability are fre-
quently insured through third-party mecha -
nisms. Smokers frequently purchase life in -
surance with premiums adjusted for smok -
ing status . Moreover, the risks of healt h
costs and disability are frequently insured
through third-party mechanisms, and it i s
not entirely clear that medical expenditures
over the lifetime are increased by smoking .



These observations are sufficient t o

suggest that the failure in private marke t
health insurance is not likely to be much

greater for smokers than for nonsmokers .

But the most serious problem with usin g

individual product liability suits is the diffi -

culty in proving cause . In an automobile

accident, a malpractice case, or an indus-

trial accident there is generally a clear event

to demonstrate causality. Even though sta-

tistical studies estimate that 85 percent of

lung cancers are caused by smoking, som e

lung cancers occur in nonsmokers . Smok-

ing is a weaker risk factor for heart disease ;

only 20 percent of coronary deaths are at-

tributable to smoking. And these two ill-

nesses account for only half of smoking-re-

lated deaths. There would probably be no

way to establish sufficient proof of cause

for a death in the case of most of these ill-

nesses . Moreover, if smokers change d

brands during their lifetimes, it would be

difficult to demonstrate which companies
are liable and to what degree .The unwield y

and costly process of establishing cause fo r

individual liability suits suggests that prod-

uct liability is not a very good mechanism

for spreading risk .

Finally, the settlement amounts are fa r

too small to cover the total cost ; they wil l

go randomly to certain individuals and in-

terfere, rather than advance, risk-spreading .

Third-Party Costs

Is a liability suit appropriate to prevent

costs from being levied on third parties

through collective insurance plans? Perhap s

the most important plaintiffs in the case are
the state governments : monetary settle-

ments to be paid to the states are for the

purpose of compensating state treasurie s

for the Medicaid costs they incur in treat-

ing smoking-related diseases .There are also

suits by private health insurers and discus -
sion of compensating the federal govern-

ment for costs . First let us consider the costs

to the states .

The most popularly cited numbers fo r

the health costs of smoking are the esti-
mates of $ 50 billion per year for 1993 pub -

lished by the Center for Disease Contro l

(CDC, 1994) .This amount measures the es-

timated additional medical cost attributable

to smoking-related diseases in 1993 dollars ,

based on estimates of smoking attributable

risk (what share of each disease is due t o

smoking) . The study also indicates the

shares paid by various groups : 21 percen t

by smokers, 33 .4 percent by private insur-

ance, 20.4 percent by Medicare, 10 .2 per-

cent by Medicaid, 9 .5 percent by other fed-

eral programs, 3 .2 percent by other state

programs, and 2 .2 percent by other . The

Medicaid share thus amounts to $5 billion .

States, however, pay only a bit over 4 0

percent of Medicaid; assuming that "other "

is allocated to the same third-party category

as private insurance, we can establish the

following approximate amounts of the $5 0

billion paid for by different entities in 1993 :

$18.1 billion by the federal government ,

$3 .6 billion by the states, $17 .8 billion by

private insurance and other, and $10 .5 bil -

lion by individual smokers . By these num-

bers, the states have the least claim on com -

pensation, although preliminary updates ap -

parently place Medicaid costs at a consid-

erably larger value . (A recent study by some

of the same co-authors [Miller, et al ., 1998 1

estimated a sum for Medicaid that was over

twice as large ; no reason was given for the

much larger estimate of these costs . )

This calculation is, in any case, an in -

complete accounting of the costs of smok-

ing; aside from the direct cost of produc-

ing the product, there are morbidity an d

mortality costs that cause more absenc e

from work, and premature death. Indeed ,

the same CDC report includes an estimat e

of costs associated with morbidity and pre -

mature mortality of $6 .9 billion and $40 . 3

billion, also in 1993 dollars .

A more complete accounting of the

costs of smoking not only increases the siz e
of the costs, but also reallocates costs an d

implies net financial benefits for some par -

ties . For example, total medical expendi-

tures due to smoking are reduced by off-

setting reductions in costs because of pre -

mature death . A person who dies from a
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smoking-related disease causes an increase

in medical cost at that time, but medical

costs are decreased in the future because

that person does not suffer the illnesses oth -

erwise suffered during a longer life . Simi-

larly, the smoker loses retirement benefit s

in the form of Social Security, which is a fi -

nancial saving for the government (since th e

smokers are generally alive during the con -

tribution period) .

The fact of savings from governmen t

transfers due to premature death does no t

imply that there is a social gain from pre-

mature death; there is clearly a loss that ac-

crues to the smoker who is part of society .

But it does alter financial effects and the ap -

propriate estimate of compensatory dam -

ages. In addition to these health-related fi -

nancial costs and savings, there is a trans-

fer from smokers to governments because

of the cigarette taxes .

Estimates by Manning, et al . (1991 )

updated and categorized for 1993 by Viscus i

(1995), can be used to roughly calculate th e

effects on third parties (federal, state, and

private third parties such as insurance com -

panies) . These estimates provided a per -

pack cost for each effect The original study

included the categories of medical costs ,

sick days, group life insurance, nursin g

homes, retirement benefits, effects of fires ,

and loss of taxes and contributions to these

plans. Viscusi further divides the medical

costs into those incurred under by people

under 65 and over 65 . By allocating these

categories to the different parties, the gen-

eral magnitude of these costs is estimated

for each group . In the calculations, the fed -

eral and state payments and contributions

made through the governments' role as em -

ployers are treated as private .

External medical costs (those not pai d

for by smokers) for the over-65 group are

primarily a federal responsibility because o f

Medicare ; the federal government is esti-

mated to account for 83 percent, the state

2 percent, and private insurance 15 percent .

Under-65 medical care is more heavily fi-

nanced by private insurance companie s

who account for 51 percent, with 20 per -

cent allocated to the state and 29 percen t

to the federal government . Nursing home

care is 61 percent federal, 35 percent state ,

and 4 percent private ; pensions are 64 per-

cent federal, 35 percent private, and 1 per-

cent state; contributions to these private

and public plans are 56 percent federal, 1 0

percent state, and 34 percent private .These

shares were developed from a variety o f

sources on health expenditures, sources o f

pension income, and taxes.

Manning, et al . (1991) discounted pay -

ments, with those occurring later in life

being valued less ; the purpose of that study

was to determine what tax would reflect

external costs for a new smoker.These num-

bers would not provide a measure of the

current cost, although Viscusi (1995) re -

ports an allocation at a zero percent dis-

count rate, which would probably be close

to how one would measure these current

costs . Since smoking has declined since th e

inception of these programs, measurement

of the annual costs should use a growth rat e

in place of a discount rate . Using a zero dis-

count rate therefore produces a better mea-

sure of the costs to the third parties whe n

considering cost from a compensation view -

point rather than a price correction mea-

surement . With a zero discount rate, eac h

of the external parties actually benefits fro m

smoking .

The following calculations allocate th e

per-pack costs and then multiply by th e

number of packs consumed. The federal

government saves about $29 billion per year

in net health and retirement costs (account -

ing for effects on tax payments) .These in-

clude a saving in retirement (largely Social

Security benefits) of about $40 billion an d

in nursing home costs (largely Medicaid) o f

about $8 billion. Costs include about $7 bil -

lion for medical care under 65 and abou t

$2 billion for medical care over 65 ; the re-

maining $10 billion cost is the loss in con -

tributions to Social Security and general rev -

enues that fund Medicaid. (Note that medi -

cal costs already include offsetting savings

for premature death and thus are muc h

smaller in the aggregate than in some ear-
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her estimates :Rice, et al ., 1994]) . The fed-
eral government also collects $5 .6 billion in
cigarette taxes .This calculation implies that
smokers (past and present) currently save
the federal government almost $35 billion
per year.

State governments also have an over-
all saving, albeit somewhat smaller, of $2 . 1
billion. This saving takes into account th e
large saving in nursing home costs finance d
through Medicaid ($4 .8 billion) which ex-
ceeds net medical costs of $1 .5 billion .The
remaining difference reflects a cost of $1 . 8
billion from foregone contributions and a
benefit of $0 .6 billion in retirement savings .

States also receive about $7 .6 billion of ciga-
rette taxes, for a total saving of almost $1 0
billion .

Private third parties also have savings
of $5.4 billion largely because a $22 billio n
saving in pensions offsets the net costs
smokers impose on employer health plans .

Costs are imposed on some segment s
of society, with or without discount rate s
(and benefits are received by others) . Pri-
vate health insurance is one example where
a net cost occurs . One should not neces-
sarily conclude that lump sum payments t o
these firms is appropriate, however, sinc e
the higher costs were passed on to subscrib -
ers, that is, to the large group of individu-
als enrolled in private health insurance . I t
is these individuals, not the stockholders o f
insurance companies, that have paid the
cost, but they are also the same individuals
who benefit from smokers' lessened claims
on payments from private pension plans
and for the general benefit to taxpayers . In -
deed, one could think of these third-party
private costs as falling on a broad segment
of society, so that it makes some sense to
aggregate these external costs . Once all
costs, private, federal, state and local are
combined, whether one discounts or not ,
the analysis indicates that smokers are trans-
ferring financial benefits to nonsmokers .

Thus, whether we examine effects on
state finances, or the effects in general ,
there is no reason for payments to be mad e
to nonsmokers or their representatives to

compensate them for insurance .
There are uncertainties, of course ,

about the magnitude of these effects, whic h

might be worth further study. Many of these
uncertainties are addressed in Gravelle and
Zimmerman (1994) . This earlier study als o
discussed the external costs of passive
smoking . The effects of passive smoking,
however, were uncertain and likely to oc-
cur within families ; in any case, they were
too small to alter the findings regarding ag-

gregate external costs .

For a number of reasons, the settle-
ment design does not fit into a product li-
ability framework .The best that can be said
for framing the settlement as a product li-
ability settlement is that it may be the bes t
outcome from a judicial system that oper-
ates imperfectly. It is, after all, governmen t
authorities who have brought unjustified
financial claims against the industry. More -
over, it is not clear that these claims would
have been addressed appropriately, from an
economic standpoint, in the judicial system .
The judge in the Florida case, which was
settled by the industry, would not allow tes -
timony about the financial savings from pre -
mature death . Faced with these legal diffi-
culties, it is not surprising that the industry
wished to settle claims, particularly through
payments that were made in such a way as
to shift the burden from their stockholder s

to the consumers of tobacco products, and
to create an economic environment with

some certainty with regard to future claims .
Thus, the product liability framework could
be seen as a way to correct a failure in th e
judicial system, particularly if the plan i s
consistent with an alternative public polic y
framework .

Policymakers have not, however, ex-
plicitly made this choice . For that matter,
although a number of economic studies
have made the point that smokers do no t
impose costs on others in the economy, thi s
argument has had little attention and has ,
indeed, been completely ignored in a Trea-
sury Department study (1998) . It reinforce s
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the importance of considering distributional
effects, since the imposition of a large ta x
on smokers is not justified on the ground s
of fairness, even if it may be justified on ef-
ficiency grounds . Rather, smokers are bein g
made to bear a much heavier tax in order
to achieve a policy objective that is stated
to be for their own benefit—a case that i s
not easy to make but which we turn to now.

III. The Settlement as a
Pigovian Tax

The alternative paradigm is that of a
corrective tax, which should then be evalu-
ated in the typical framework of taxation .
That is, does the tax achieve the goals of
efficiency, equity, and administrative feasi-
bility? Is it designed appropriately and are
its consequences understood ?

Efficiency
The potential efficiency arguments for

imposing a tax are variously based on th e

imposition of medical costs on others, an d
the possibility of suboptimal decisions b y
smokers . The latter could be the case i f
smokers are either (a) uninformed abou t
risk, or (b) have made an irrational decision ,
an argument that is linked to th e
addictiveness of smoking, and the initiation
of smoking by teenagers . Moreover, even i f

there is an efficiency justification, the de-
sirability of corrective taxation should also
take into account the price elasticity and the
resultant deadweight loss . If smoking is no t
responsive to price changes within th e
range of price corrections, then the dead-
weight loss is either small or cannot be eas -
ily altered with the tax mechanism .This lat-
ter point is particularly important if there
are significant transitional or administrative
costs, or undesirable distributional effects .

External Costs
The external costs of smoking are re-

lated to the analysis of the costs impose d
on third parties, already discussed, but thi s
cost should use lifetime discounted costs o f
smoking. The Manning (1991) study, and

updates by Gravelle and Zimmerman (1994)

and Viscusi (1995) have generally show n
that discounted current taxes are larger than
discounted external costs, which are smal l
because of the offsetting benefits of prema-
ture death .

Suboptimal Decisions
In the absence of external costs, the

efficiency argument must rest on smoker s
making suboptimal choices . Making a sub-
optimal choice cannot merely be inferre d
from the undertaking of risky behaviors . I t
is the cornerstone of utility theory that in-
dividuals can engage in activities that ar e
risky or costly, but whose pleasures out-
weigh their costs . And there is ample evi-
dence of a plethora of risky or unhealthy
activities that individuals engage in .

Rather, the indication of this type of
distortion must rest either on imperfect in-
formation with respect to risk or some othe r
complicating factor that causes inefficient
decisions to be made . It is probably fair ,
however, to dispense with the argumen t
that smokers are not making optima l
choices because they are not informed of
the health risks of smoking . Viscusi (1992 )
documents clearly that smokers are not only
aware of the health costs but tend to exag-
gerate the risk, and this exaggeration is eve n

greater among young people . Even the fact
that costs occurring far in the future ar e

heavily discounted, as may be the case wit h
young smokers, does not, in and of itself,
imply a market failure .

The market failure must, therefore, res t
in the addictiveness of smoking . Even that
argument, while it may be used to justify a
paternalistic intervention, is not a clear-cu t
reason to identify a market failure .Any habit -
forming activity, whether physically addic-
tive or not, imposes transaction costs i n
changing behavior. In order for this issu e

to create an important distortion, ther e
must be significant transaction costs t o
changing behavior and individuals must ei-
ther be uninformed about the magnitude o f
these transaction costs or their decision -
making must be impaired in some fashion .
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It is the combination of these factors that
provides the potential justification for a cor -
rective tax—namely that transaction cost s
are significant and that smoking is initiated
by young individuals who are not fully
aware of the transaction costs of quitting
smoking. There is evidence for this argu-
ment, in that most smoking is initiated
when young and these individuals do not
have the maturity to appropriately take into
account the significant transaction costs . I n
theory, both of these conditions must hold
to generate the externality. If it were easy
to quit smoking, then smoking by teenag-
ers would be of little concern, since they
would alter their behavior with increase d
maturity, with negligible effects on health .
And if individuals were aware of the trans -
action costs, as might be expected of more
mature consumers, they are not facing a
distorted price .

The extent to which these condition s
hold is subject to some uncertainty . It i s
widely known that smoking is habit-form-
ing and physically addictive ;Viscusi (1992)
also presents some evidence that even chil-
dren know that it is hard to quit smoking .
The evidence on the magnitude of transac-
tion costs is also not entirely clear-cut . Many

smokers say they would like to quit an d
many people who try fail . On the other
hand, these characteristics are associate d
with many behaviors, and a lot of smokers
have quit .

However, the economic justification
for correcting a distortion must lie here —
that the problem is largely the initiation o f
smoking by teenagers who may make a de-
cision to become smokers without fully tak-
ing into account the transaction costs o f
quitting .

Having identified the potential marke t
failure, the tax mechanism should then b e
evaluated with respect to its efficacy in re-
ducing smoking by teenagers and by its suc -
cess in comparison to other approaches, as
well as any undesirable consequences, for
example, in altering the income distribu-
tion .

The focus of the desired behavioral

response has been on participation in smok-
ing, with the notion that underage smok-
ers who participate, even if they do not
smoke very much, may eventually increase
their smoking . Alternative approaches in-
clude strict restrictions on sales to minors ,
public education programs, restrictions on
advertising, restrictions on smoking in pub-
lic places, and funding of cessation pro-
gratns .And, of course, another policy alter-
native is to develop a safer cigarette . (While
nicotine is thought to be associated with
some health problems, it is the tars that are
generally implicated in cancer) .

Much of the initial drive for raisin g
prices to reduce teenage smoking, particu-
larly smoking participation which reflect s
the introduction to the habit, was based on
a study of Lewit, Coate and Grossman
(1981) that found a significant teenage elas -
ticity: -1 .2 for participation, and a total con-
sumption elasticity of -1 .4.This research has
examined teenage smoking rates as a func-
tion of price across jurisdictions, and cov-
ered ages 12-17 .These elasticities are much
higher than those typically estimated fo r
adults, which commonly fall between -0 .3
and -0 .5, with most of the response due t o
participation .

While a number of other studies ex-
amined different age groups, includin g
young adults, this was the only study, for a
number of years, that focused on underag e
smokers . A study by Wasserman, et al .
(1991) reported an insignificant elasticity,
showed smoking rates rising with price, an d
did not separate participation and quantit y
effects . This study did not alter the prevail-
ing views regarding prices and teenag e
smoking, perhaps because the results were
viewed as potentially flawed by the lack o f
control for correlated regulatory restric-
tions .

Recent research has suggested that
participation responses may be muc h
smaller. The difficulty with cross-sectio n
studies is that smoking rates may also b e
affected by correlated non-price factors .
Where community attitude towards smok-
ing in general and by teenagers in particu -
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lar is more negative, taxes may be larger,
and regulatory restrictions (such as limit s
on smoking in public places or effective
enforcement of restrictions on sales to mi-
nors) may be stricter.

Chaloupka and Grossman (1996) at -
tempted to measure some of these regula-
tory restrictions and found that the partici-
pation elasticity was lowered as a result, t o
-0 .6 in the case where they also took ac-
count of border crossing to control for pur-

chases in neighboring jurisdictions .
Even if regulatory restrictions can b e

controlled for, there remains an unobserve d
variable in these studies : community atti-
tude. The potential importance of this un-
observed variable is highlighted in two re -
cent studies that used panel data .A recent
study by DeCicca, Kenkel and Mathio s
(1997) found results similar to those o f
Chaloupka and Grossman, ranging betwee n
-0 .5 and -0 .75, although they did not con-
trol for border crossing. However, the y
found an interesting result : when teens who
were already smoking in the eighth grad e
were eliminated from their sample, the par-
ticipation price elasticity dropped to zero .
That is, there was no participation response
of high school students who had not already
started to smoke before entering high
school . While there are some theoretica l
reasons relating to rational addiction mod-
els of smoking that might explain this re-
sult, another possibility was that communit y
attitude was correlated with smoking b y
these younger teens . Indeed, when the

three major tobacco producing states were
dropped from the study, the participatio n
elasticity also declined to virtually zer o
across 8th grade smokers .

Evans and Huang (1998) examine d
within-state variation over time and foun d
elasticities that ranged from -0 .2 to -0 .5 ,
depending on the time period . Their ap-
proach allowed direct controls for state dif-
ferences but are subject to the uncertain-
ties of time series .

It is difficult to control for all factors
that affect underage smoking, but these re -
cent studies raise some doubts about the

responsiveness of underage smoking partici -
pation to price changes .In some ways, suc h
a finding might not be so surprising . In

theory, underage consumers might be ex-
pected to be more price responsive because
cigarettes are a larger part of their budget .
However, underage smokers may not smoke
as often as adult smokers . According to the
University of Michigan's Monitoring th e
Future Survey, while 36 .5 percent of high
school seniors smoked at least one cigarett e

in the past month, only 24 .6 percent
smoked at least one cigarette daily and onl y

14.3 percent smoked more than ten ciga-
rettes daily. Moreover, the objectives (e .g .
status) may be different and maintained by
smoking less .Teenagers, in fact, tend to buy
higher priced premium brands .

These results cast doubt on the effec-
tiveness of price increases as a tool to pre -
vent smoking initiation by teenagers . They
suggest that alternative approaches such as

education, restrictions on smoking in pub-
lic places, or greater restrictions on sales t o
minors might be more effective .At the same
time, they suggest that measures to reduce
adult smoking, which might alter the com-
munity environment, could be effective .
These adult smoking objectives are also not ,
however, likely to be addressed easil y
through price increases, given the inelasti c
response of adult smokers .An alternative is
assistance with smoking cessation, for ex -
ample, through counseling and providing
coverage under health insurance .
Chaloupka and Grossman (1996) found that
there were effects on teenagers of public
smoking restrictions ; however, the review
of the efficacy of these alternative ap-
proaches by the Congressional Budget Of-
fice (1998) found limitations on all of these
methods . Smoking behavior may simply b e
a behavior that is very difficult to influence ,
and each approach has offsetting costs i n
restricting personal freedom and/or direc t
enforcement costs that might be significant .

Ironically, two aspects of the curren t
proposed settlements might not accomplish
the desired objectives and could, at least in
theory, increase smoking .
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First, it is possible that giving firms
immunity from future lawsuits by restrict-
ing class action suits and punitive dam-
ages—provisions that were in the original
settlement but were removed in the Com-
merce Committee's plan—actually helps t o
discourage smoking . If individuals are ratio -
nal about their smoking behavior, then in
theory the compensation for their potential
future illnesses would reduce the effective
price of smoking . This is another instance
in which lack of a consistent public polic y
framework has interfered with the design
of the initiative . Providing these limits on
individual law suits would discourage smok-
ing, other things being equal .

Secondly, the restrictions on advertis-
ing have uncertain effects .There is little evi-
dence that advertising has much effect o n
aggregate smoking behavior (as opposed to

market share) ; reducing the venues for ad-
vertising may lead to more price competi-
tion, particularly if advertising costs fall .

Another efficiency cost that has re-
ceived some attention is the developmen t
of an international black market in ciga-
rettes if extremely high taxes are imposed .
Canada experienced a surge in the black
market when higher taxes were imposed ,
and various avenues for smuggling existed .
Black markets are costly in foregone rev-
enues, enforcement costs, and encouragin g
disrespect for laws in general .

Distributional Effects
A public finance economist might b e

startled by the virtual lack of discussion dur-
ing the debate over the tobacco settlemen t
about the distributional effects of taxes on
tobacco, particularly given that distribu-
tional effects were a high profile issue dur-
ing consideration of the 1997 tax cut . Al-
though a Congressional Research Service
study by Gravelle (1998) first issued in 1997
addressed this issue, neither the Treasur y
study (1998) nor the recent study by th e
Congressional Budget Office (1998) even
mentioned income distribution .

It is well known that tobacco taxes are
among the most regressive taxes, and the

large taxes proposed, particularly in the re -
cent Commerce Committee proposal ,
would impose taxes that are estimated a t
$1 .10 but may exceed $2 .00 per pack by
2003, accounting for additional penaltie s
and volume reductions ; this amount is in ad-
dition to the federal tax of 24 cents per pack
imposed by the federal government, in -
creases already scheduled by the 1997 leg-
islation of 15 cents per pack, and state and
local taxes that range up to $1 .00 per pack
and average over 30 cents per pack . More -
over, there is some evidence that a dollar
in tax leads to slightly more than a dollar in
final price . (One reason for this might be a
markup by wholesalers and retailers ; sev-
eral potential causes of this markup are le-
gitimate even in a competitive industry

since distributors incur additional costs i n
earnings on inventory, insurance and ad va -
lorem taxes . Some states also have mini -
mum pricing laws for tobacco which may
be binding in some cases) . For a smoker
who smokes a pack a day, a tax of $2 pe r
pack amounts to over $730 per year and a
tax of $2 .50 per pack amounts to $912 . For
a full time minimum wage worker, the pay-
roll tax (individual share) is $820 .

Tobacco taxes are especially regressive
because smokers tend to consume the sam e
amounts regardless of income, and smok-
ing prevalence is greater at lower incomes .
According to Viscusi's (1995) data for 1990 ,
for those with incomes of less than $10,000 ,
which account for the bottom ten percent
of the population, smoking prevalence i s
31 .6 percent, current cigarette taxes are
1 .62 percent of median income in this class ,
and 5 .1 percent of smokers' median in -
comes. Since the cigarette tax would be
more than doubled, smokers in this clas s
would pay in excess of 5 per cent of their
income in additional taxes under the Jun e
1997 settlement, and far more than this
amount under the Commerce Committee
proposal .

For the $10,000-$20,000 class, consti -
tuting the next 18 percent of the popula-
tion, with a participation rate of 29 .8 per-
cent, the current tax is 0 .5 percent for all
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individuals and 1 .7 percent for smokers . For
the $20,000-$35,000 class, constituting the
next 22 percent of individuals, here the par-
ticipation rate is 26 .9 percent, the tax is 0 .25
percent of income for all individuals and
0 .93 percent for smokers . In the next group ,
which earns $35,000-$50,000 and has a
smoking prevalence of 23 .4 percent, the tax
is 0 .14 percent of income for all individu-
als and 0.6 percent of smokers' incomes .
Finally, for the $50,000 and over class, wit h
a smoking prevalence of 19 .3 percent, th e
taxes are 0.08 percent of total income and
0 .4 percent of the income of smokers .This
is true even under the more modest in -
creases in the June 1997 proposal, and th e
Senate proposal would double these effect s
(and perhaps more than double them) .

If prices have a small effect on the par-
ticipation rates for underage smokers, the n
this distributional effect on the vast major-
ity of smokers (98 percent) who compose
the adult market would seem to be an im-
portant offsetting cost for achieving thi s
public policy goal. At the minimum, som e
consideration of recycling revenues t o
lower-income individuals would be a wa y
to ameliorate this effect . Obvious choice s
include increases in the earned income ta x
credit or allowing some exemption in th e
payroll tax .

None of the proposals for disposing of
the revenues seem particularly targeted t o
this lower income group . How the state s
would actually spend their share is un-
known. Proposals to allow deductions for
health insurance for individuals not covered
by employer plans will benefit middle and
upper income classes and leave unaffecte d
the lowest income individuals, who do no t
pay income taxes and who are unlikely to
purchase health insurance . Some spendin g
programs, such as health care for uninsured
children, might benefit lower income indi-
viduals, but would exclude smokers who d o
not have children . Providing cessation as-
sistance would help smokers in general, but
would not be targeted to lower incom e
smokers .

Another distributional effect that

might be considered is the effect on stock -
holders if one or more firms is driven into
bankruptcy. Some financial analysis have
predicted that this effect might occur in th e
case of RJR which has experienced some
financial problems, particularly if the pay-
ments are large .

Design and Budgetary Issue s
Two problems with the design of th e

settlement payments make them less effi-
cient in achieving the corrective tax objec-
tive.Throughout the congressional debate ,
there have been proposals to disallow de-
ductibility of settlement payments .While all
payments in the June settlement were de-
ductible, the penalties for underage smok-
ing would not be deductible under the Sen -
ate proposal . This desire not to make th e
settlements deductible seems to derive fro m
both a desire to further punish the tobacc o

firms and from a misunderstanding of how
excise taxes should be treated .Any paymen t

that is expected to be passed on in pric e
should be made deductible in order to off-
set the increased income taxes on the addi -
tional revenues.Without deductibility, firm s
have the explicit payments and an addi-
tional income tax payment . Moreover, whil e
an excise tax is a straightforward mecha-
nism for altering prices of products, an in-
come tax penalty could cause undesirabl e
consequences, in particular, incentives for
firms to move their manufacturing opera-
tions abroad and out of the reach of the in -

come tax. Disallowing deductibility also fa-
vors imported products, whose producer s
are not subject to the U.S . income tax .

Of course, while deductibility cause s
the firm's income tax to remain fixed, there

is an overall budgetary cost (assuming a
fixed overall price level) because product
prices will have to fall slightly across the
board to accommodate the higher tobacc o
tax; thus, taxable income in the econom y
will fall . The rule of thumb is normally t o

reduce excise tax receipts by about 25 per-
cent to account for this effect . This point
was not recognized in the June settlement
and again illustrates the problems that arise
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when an inappropriate policy framework i s
used.

In addition, it is difficult to determin e
what marginal effects on cost the penalty
payments might have . A fixed payment
would fall on stockholders ; a tax would fal l
largely on firms . (There has been some dis-
cussion of the extent to which tobacco ex-

cise taxes are passed on in price, given that
the industry is an oligopoly, but most em-

pirical evidence suggests that they are) . A

fixed payment allocated by market share
would alter marginal cost in the same way
as a tax if the additional production wer e
expected to displace that of a competitor.
If the firm expects to add to total consump-
tion, however, there is only a partial effec t
on marginal cost .A large firm will increase
industry output by its share of the market ,
causing the payment to have only a partia l

effect on marginal cost. For example, if a
firm produces 50 units out of a market to-
tal of 100 and pays half the fixed payment ,
increasing its units to 51 and increasing the
total market sales to 101 will increase its
payment by half the unit cost . A firm tha t
produces one unit will increase its share by
99 percent of the unit cost . Of course, the
analysis of the effect of penalties is even
more complicated because they relate t o
market share of the underage market .While
the rationale behind the penalties is presum -
ably to discourage firms from marketing t o
underage consumers, firms do not have di-
rect control over these sales .

Finally, as an administrative matter, i t
would be most efficient to collect thes e
payments through the same mechanism as
the existing excise taxes .

N. Conclusion
This economic analysis of the tobacco

settlement suggests that the public polic y
issue has not been framed appropriately i n
the case of the tobacco settlement . The
most important consequences of this fail-
ure to address the economic consequence s
are a redistribution of income which has
been given little or no attention and that

will likely harm low-income people . Given
uncertainties about the efficacy of price in-
creases and the magnitude of the distortion ,
along with the general preference in the

federal tax system for progressive taxation ,
enacting a highly regressive $15 or $20 bil-
lion tax is a serious drawback that cast s
doubt on the desirability of the settlement .
Disruptions in the market are also an inevi-
table consequence of a large tax (the pay-
ments in the Senate proposal involve a price
increase of over 50 percent), which will im-
pose transitional costs on stockholders an d
factors of production, including employee s
of the firm .

This analysis also suggests some pos-
sible policy initiatives, including recycling
some of the revenues to lower income in-
dividuals, considering non-tax measures t o
discourage underage smokers, and phasing
in the increases more slowly, that might b e
desirable .
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